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ABSTRACT
Active reading is an activity commonly practised in the re-
search, education and media. It is a creative process in which
a reader manually describes, critics, and builds an analysis
on the object of his reading. Active reading of audiovisual
documents is a challenge because of the inherent temporal-
ity of the video: it notably implies managing attentional con-
flicts between the temporality of the activity and that of the
document. Such conflicts often lead to interruptions of the
tasks the user was carrying. In this paper, we present our
ongoing work on active reading of audiovisual documents
towards activity recovery and our interface for visualization
and reflexive use of traces. Our approach is based on active
reading data and activity modeling so as to present the user
with real time traces of his activity, and means to interact
with them.
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INTRODUCTION
More and more digital audiovisual documents are available
on personal computers and content servers such as YouTube.
This massive diffusion implies more and more personal ac-
tivities based on these documents, such as active reading.
Active reading is a complex activity ranging from video an-
notation to hypermedia authoring that needs to be correctly
supported by software applications. Some tools exist for
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audiovisual documents annotation and indexing, others al-
low to browse video interactively or to design such interac-
tivity (hypervideo building), such as Elan [26], Anvil [14],
Diver [21] or Annodex [22].

Such tools generally provide the user with a lot of function-
alities related to metadata and fine grained video document
management and navigation, which require the whole user
attention. But the video medium possess its own temporal-
ity, which often interferes with the temporality of the active
reading activity, and users have difficulties managing their
active reading tasks with as little interruptions as possible.
In our approach for answering this problem we propose to
provide the user with reflexive activity traces to manage his
own activity. We accordingly define an interface to visualize
these activity traces and to offer means to interact with them
in order to recover from an interruption.

In this article, we introduce our work on this interface for
recovering from interruptions in audiovisual active reading
activity. The first part of the article is dedicated to the pre-
sentation of the context of active reading and the research
problem we want to tackle. The second part deals with re-
lated works on interruptions, reflexive traces and interfaces
for activity managing in Human Computer Interaction. The
third part presents our own trace-based approach, the imple-
mentation in the Advene software and preliminary validation
studies.

CONTEXT OF AUDIOVISUAL ACTIVE READING
Active reading is a complex activity in which the reader
reads a document in order to produce some related document
or to criticize it [25]. For example, taking notes, extracting
parts of a document for later reuse or reflecting about the
content while reading a document, are different kinds of ac-
tive reading. From a general point of view, active reading
is an activity based on a document, which aims to enrich
the original document and/or produce a new document while
reading it.

Applied to audiovisual documents, active reading is an ac-
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tivity in which a user interacts with a movie and produces
new content about it while visualizing it [2]. Annotations
are the most common forms of production on an audiovi-
sual document, but an abstract of the movie or an interac-
tive hypervideo are other possible forms. The process of
active reading of audiovisual documents is important and
frequently performed, either by researchers, critics or film
enthusiasts. Generally, during an active reading session, the
reader annotates his audiovisual document. Annotations acts
as notes, and indexes for future use. Relations between an-
notations can be a source for video hyperlinking. These
annotations and relations may be organized according to a
model (schema), which can define categories of annotations
and relations. An active reader can also build presentations
based on his annotations, such as a summary of the content
of the audiovisual document or a subtitled presentation. An
important remark is that if of course active reading can take
advantage of automated annotation proposals (based on fea-
ture extraction for instance), we focus in this paper on man-
ual annotation and human interaction with annotations and
movies.

Here is an example of an actual active reading session: Mar-
tine prepares a film analysis to present it to her students. She
visualizes the movie and begins her analysis based on pre-
vious annotations built by a friend, containing the descrip-
tion of all the shots of the film. Her first task consists in
enriching this first structure by annotating the sequences of
the film. Once this technical part is done, she underlines the
different locations in the movie (street, nature, city, school)
and the characters (the main character Billy, his family...).
At the end, she decides to build some presentations to show
the different aspects of the movie in an interactive way. For
example, she builds a presentation summary for navigating
through the different sequences of the film, and an other one
to loop through the appearances of Billy in the movie. Doing
so, she notices that she can improve her work by modifying
the description of the characters, as some of them only ap-
pear in precise locations. She then decides to reoganize her
description schemas, re-classifying her “character” annota-
tions in three distinct categories: “Billy’s family”, “school
acquaintances” and “other characters”.

Lots of active reading tools concentrate only on annotat-
ing with predefined schemas or with only one annotation
type, and then visualizing the result. However some systems,
like Anvil [http://www.dfki.de/ kipp/anvil/], Elan, or Advene
aims to adress the entire process of audiovisual active read-
ing. More particularly, the ongoing Advene project [3] at
LIRIS is a project which mainly addresses the problem of
annotating audiovisual material for creative distribution on
the internet [http://liris.cnrs.fr/advene]. The Advene soft-
ware allows to annotate videos, create annotation schemas
and build hypervideo centered on a movie. Its aim is to de-
velop tools and models that help the active reader during his
activity, based on thorough analysis of the actual practices
of active reading.

RESEARCH GOALS

The activity of audiovisual active reading we just presented
is indeed very complex and requires a lot of attentionnal re-
sources for the user to keep in mind his goals. Indeed, the
user has to read and navigate through his document, anno-
tate what he finds interresting in it, change his categories
according to new ideas, modify annotations accordingly, de-
fine presentations of the annotations such as hypervideos,
etc.

Audiovisual active reading session is then not a straightfor-
ward process, rather a process that encounters lots of inter-
ruptions related 1/ to the creative nature of active reading
(the user has the right to change his mind), 2/ to the spe-
cial nature of audiovisual documents, which have their own
temporality. Indeed, such documents possess their own time
flow, which interferes with that of the user task and activity.

For instance, suddenly deciding to split a ”characters” cate-
gory into three categories can occur at any time during the
viewing and the annotation of the movie, leading to focus on
the splitting task rather than on the annotating task that was
carried when the decision occurred. Another example is an
annotation task on ”characters” of film (watching the movie,
annotating the characters) during which the user would sud-
denly notice an interesting reference to another movie, a ref-
erence he would have to annotate as soon as possible no
to loose this important idea. But creating an annotation to
describe the movie reference, if it took more that a minute
would certainly make him forget what he was doing at first,
while the movie would have continued its playing for some
time, unwatched.

So, many flows such as activity flows, audiovisual stream
flows can sometimes enter in a conflicting state, leading to a
problem for the active reader: can he follow two flows at the
same time, or should he follow one, interrupting the other
flow and the related task he was performing? How can he
resume a task he has lost attention to?

The user has indeed to concentrate on many different flows
to complete his work, but as a human, he only has one at-
tention. So he needs to share his attentionnal resources be-
tween his document and his task(s) and interruptions occur
inevitably. Active reading tools should help him carrying
his active reading activity 1/ by reducing the risk of being
interrupted with careful application design, 2/ by facilitating
attention and task recovery after interruptions.

So our main concern in this article will concentrate on the
possibility to recover from interruptions through a dedicated
interface and the use of reflexive traces.

RELATED WORKS
Traces are frequently used in our common computer activi-
ties, such as the navigation history of our internet browsers,
or the list of recent documents used in our operating system.
They do not support our activity at every step, but when we
can not remember which file we were working on or what
website we were visiting, these traces are there to help us.
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Figure 1. Example of the Advene software for audiovisual active reading: right next to the video player, three annotations opened in edition in the
“editAccumulator”. At the bottom of the screen, a timeline, a classical presentation view, displaying annotations according to the time of the video
and the type they belong to in the schema. At the right of the screen, a welcome view of the hypervideo build on the movie.
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Our aim being to support readers during their activity of au-
diovisual active reading, we find it promising to show them
their activity traces, so as to help them understand and re-
member what they have done. Presenting a user with a trace
allows him to have a reflexive approach of his activity, and
has the advantage of not being intrusive.

Traces are currently being worked on in different research
teams, as for example in [19]. In this paper, the authors
present an application independant system to display the his-
tory of operations executed by a user, to help him to visual-
ize his activity and to support him during it. In [16], the
author presents the principles of trace-based system, based
on trace modeling, collecting, transformations and presenta-
tion. Traces of interactions are also used in to create auto-
mated assistants that help users in their task [8].

Attentional resources of an active reader must be shared be-
tween what is happening in the audiovisual document and
the actions carried on, which may lead to a loss of attention.
Different works try to determine the appropriate moments to
interrupt a task, depending on the current activity, on the in-
terrupting task and on the cognitive load of the subject [11,
12]. Others rely on a modeling of the activity to save its con-
text to be able to resume the ongoing work after a break [5].
The analysis of users’ activity organization [4] is a good way
to understand how we can support task switching [6, 9] and
interruptions.

Interruptions during an activity are a current topic in the
Human-Computer Interactions community, in works such as
the studies of McFarlane [18] to compare interruption meth-
ods in HCI. Other studies [1, 11] try to determine what is the
best moment towards the beginning, middle, or end of a task
to interrupt the user when it is necessary.

Such studies all rely in one way or another on task or ac-
tivity modeling, so as to be able to describe what the user
is doing. There are actually three categories of tasks mod-
els that can be used for describing interactions and tasks in
an activity. We can classify them as following: behavioral
models, cognitive models and activity theory. Behavioral
models of describe the interaction in a “behaviorist” way,
and are mainly concentrated on graphical interactions on the
task level and operation level. These tasks models are logi-
cal descriptions of actions needed to achieve a goal. They
are functional descriptions of the activities. Examples of
these models are UAN [10] and KLM [7], which describe
interactions between a user and a system through its tasks.
Cognitive models describe cognitive processes at a very fine
level. “Goals, Operators, Methods, Selection Rules”[13] and
“Tasks-Actions Grammars” [20] belong to this type of mod-
els. Activity theory-based models focus on the Leontjev ac-
tivity theory [17]. These models are purely descriptive and
generaly at high level. But different works based on it tend
to be less descriptive and more functionnal, as the hierarchi-
cal decomposition of an activity presented by Kuuti [15] and
the theory of instrumented activity [23] which defines a me-
diation of the activity through an instrument. We relied on
those works to build our own modeling of the activity.

THE ACTIVITY MODEL
In order to build an activity trace of active reading, based on
the previous context and related works, we need to consider
and create a model of our activity at two distinct levels. 1/
We establish an object model of the data manipulated dur-
ing the activity, so as to offer a structure for supporting the
production of the activity, and 2/ we build a model of the
activity, which will be a model of the traces we will collect.
The models we present below do not aspire to universality,
but as our approach and our software are really generic, they
cover a great majority of current practices of active reading.

Data model for audiovisual active reading
What we want to do is to instrument active reading software
to support the user activity. That is why we work on differ-
ent parts of this activity, from data modeling to trace-based
systems. The first step in our proposal has been to choose a
global active reading oriented data model.

When dealing with annotations, lots of tools are based on
knowledge models such as ontologies to structure the in-
formation created. Some other tools are build on standards
such as MPEG-7 [27] and MPEG-21 formats specially de-
signed to describe audiovisual documents and their content.
These models are great to annotate videos, but not to build
presentations based on these annotations. To take this di-
mension into account, the presentation part needs to be inte-
grated in the model used during the activity of active reading.
The model we choose to use, adapted to audiovisual active
reading and presented in [24] is based on three main parts:
generic schemas, specific objects and presentation (as shown
in Figure 2).

The first part of the model is the annotation structure and
represents concrete information a user manipulates during
his activity. It is composed of annotations and relations. An-
notations possess a temporal fragment, which is basically
composed of two temporal marks (begin and end), and a
content. Relations possess a content and a list of annota-
tions they link. Moreover, relations and annotations always
are instances of relation or annotation types.

The second part of the model is composed by schemas. Each
schema regroups a set of annotation types and relation types.
An annotation type defines a class of annotations, a set of
attributes it can have and constraints on the value of these
attributes. A relation type defines a class of relations, as
for annotation types. Moreover, it specifies which kind of
annotations can be linked by the relations.

The third part of the model corresponds to the presentation
and contains views. A view is a presentation of a set of an-
notations, relations, schemas, types and elements external to
the model according to a view definition. For example, it can
be a HTML page presenting a summary of a movie, based
on annotations of a “scene” type.

Activity modeling of audiovisual active reading
To support the active reading activity with traces we had to
build an active reading activity model, based on the manipu-
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Figure 2. Global view of the active reading data model, presenting “An-
notation Strucutre”, “Schemas” and “Views”.

lation of the previous data model.

According to the theory of activity, an activity can be de-
composed into actions and sub-actions, and actions can be
further decomposed into operations. Actions are directed
towards a goal. Operation are acts performed reliably and
quickly in an almost unconscious way. Operation is an ele-
mentary unit needed to achieve the goal of an action.

Our activity model of active reading is decomposed into the
following five actions. Navigation gathers every act rela-
tive to the movie player. Annotation consists in adding new
annotations to the document. Classification corresponds to
the creation and manipulation of the schemas and annotation
and relation types. Restructuration includes relation related
operations and annotation modifications. Finally View build-
ing consists in creating and modifying presentation views.

Figure 3. Excerpt of the active reading activity model. “Annotation”
and “View building” actions, linked to their respective operations.

Each of these actions can be decomposed into operations,
which are described by the object of the model it applies to
and what kind of link to the document it requires to be per-
formed. We built an ontology as the model of the activity,
with action and operation concept classes. Each action is
linked to operations by a relation of composition, and each
operation possesses the following attributes: duration, ob-
ject and attentionnal link. This attentional link is then used
to determined if two actions can happen simultaneously or
not, and may also help to determine if the moment currently
playing in the movie is important or not to the user. We
thus obtained an ontology of active reading with seventy-
four concepts, partly presented in Figure 3.

This ontology allows us to consider the entire activity of ac-
tive reading in a more formal way, which is going to allow
us to build a consistant trace during this activity.

PRINCIPLES FOR RESUMING

In the global case
Resuming an activity is an action during which the user re-
trieves the context of his interrupted activity, to get back in a
state close to the one preceeding the interruption. Recover-
ing from an interruption mainly consists in restoring the ac-
tivity as it was before the interruption, or in the worst case,
in providing ways to remember its context.

The context of an activity can be represented by the state of
a system composed by the activity, the user and the object of
the activity. We can differentiate two kinds of context :

• the global context of the activity, which specifies what the
user was doing in relation to the overall activity.

• the local context of the activity, which specifies, in rela-
tion to the ongoing action in the activity, the operations
previously carried out and the objects involved in these
operations. A local context takes sense in relation to a
global context, which allows to situate it in the flow of the
activity.

This distinction between contexts is necessary because of the
variety of possible interruptions for a given activity. Thus, it
is necessary to differentiate the mechanisms of resuming an
activity depending on the type of interruption that occurred
during it.

Moreover, these interruptions can be classified according to
their duration and the fact that the interruption is voluntary
or not:

• Very long stop: several months, voluntary (vls)

• Long stop: between the end of a working session and the
beginning of a following, voluntary (ls)

• Short stop: coffee break, external interrupt, may be vol-
untary or involuntary (ss)

• Problem during the activity: memory problem of the sub-
ject, involuntary (ap)
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At last, when practicing an activity, the subjet often creates
and uses behavioral patterns. These patterns represent the
way a user is doing a particular task. For example, a film
critic may often begin his work by annotating the different
scenes of the movie, and then analyses each of them sepa-
ratly. Detecting these patterns may help to determine what
the user was planning to do before his interruption.

The basis for resuming an activity is constituted of the en-
tries that the subject can create during it. The problem of
resuming an activity is therefore the problem of how to find,
manage and use these entries to enable the subject to remem-
ber his context of work. These entries are constitued by each
operations made by the user and each objects he creates or
manipulates.

So, the first step to resume an interrupted activity is to re-
cover the context of this activity. For that, a user needs to vi-
sualize what he was doing right before the interruption, and
may need to recontextualize these last actions in the more
global context of the whole activity he was conducting so
far.

The second step is to continue the interrupted process. This
can be helped in many ways, giving means to the user to
get back to his work from the interface used to visualize the
trace.

Applied to audiovisual active reading
The requirements for resuming an activity of active reading
are related to the contexts previously defined. Thus, we need
to find information about the context among the more or less
recently (depending on the type of interruption) created en-
tries.

In the case of short interruptions (ss / ap), it is necessary to
include in this context:

• the last operations

• the last access to the audiovisual document

• the latest objects manipulated

• the recent changes to these objects

In the event of a resumption after a longer period (ls / vls),
information regarding the conduct of the activity since its
beginning is necessary in order to define the global context
before the interruption, in addition to the information previ-
ously cited - to define the local context of the activity.

To enable the subject remembering the context of his activ-
ity, it is necessary in the case of a long interruption, to show
him information about the global context of its activity, so
that he could remember the pattern he eventually used dur-
ing his practice. Once this pattern recalled from the various
steps in the global context, it will be easier for him to resume
his work by studying the local context of his past activity.

In the case of active reading, the context of the activity in-
cludes:

• the state of the audiovisual document at a time t,

• the operations as defined in the model of the activity of
active reading,

• and the manipulated objects as defined in this model.

These different information can be found in the user entries,
it is therefore necessary to trace them to keep a complete and
detailed history, and to be able to display these information
when the user need them.

OUR INTERFACE TO RECOVER FROM INTERRUPTION
The interface that we are going to present in this section can
be divided in four parts (see Figure 4):

• the activity timeline, displaying actions of the activity ac-
cording to the time of this activity

• the inspector, displaying either the operations composing
a selected action, or the operations executed on the se-
lected item

• the document radar, displaying the moment in the audio-
visual document when the operation was carried on

The aim of this interface is not to be able to manipulate
traces, but rather to offer a way to visualize traces, and to
act on the document and the activity from these traces.

We are now going to describe and explain the role of each of
these componants.

Figure 4. The global view of our interface: in the left part, an activ-
ity timeline (1); in the right part, an inspector (2), and a radar (4) in
the bottom. The last part (3) is a classical toolbox, offering zooming,
loading, exporting and searching features.
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Figure 5. The trace timeline component: actions (1) are displayed ac-
cording to the activity time and the activity model, and contain objects
(2) which have been manipulated through them.

The activity timeline component
This is the main component of the interface. Its goal is to
display the actions performed by the user according to the
time of the activity. They are also classified using the type
of this action, as defined in the activity model. We choose
a timeline object to represent the activity flow because it al-
lows the user to view the entire activity as well as to zoom on
a particular moment of it, and also because it is a frequently
used component within audiovisual softwares, generally to
represent the document flow. So the component looks like
a classical vertical timeline, in which each action is repre-
sented by a rectangle. Each of these rectangle can include
circles, representing the objects used during the action. The
first letter of the type of the object is also included, to allow
a faster identification of the item, as shown in Figure 5. For
example, if the user edits an annotation, a rectangle will be
created in the re (restructuration) column, and will include a
circle with an A representing the modified annotation.

When moving the mouse cursor over an action or an object,
it automatically displays information in the two other com-
ponent. Moreover, when moving the cursor over an object, it
displays links between the different occurencies of this ob-
ject in the timeline, thus allowing the user to quickly identify
the different phases of his activity in which he manipulated
this object. For the conveniency of the user, these links can
be displayed starting from the pointed item to each other, or
respecting the sequentiality of the activity.

The particularities of this interface takes place in the actions
offered to the user. From this interface, he can:

• re-edit an already manipulated object

• re-create a deleted item

• visualize the different actions he performed on an object,
and materialise links between the appearances of this item

• go to the moment in the audiovisual document which was
playing when he performed a given operation

The aim of these different opportunities given to the user is
first to allow him to get his context back, and then to give
him easy ways to resume his activity. The links materialised
between the different appearences of the selected item help
the user to identify the different moment when he worked
on it. The component offers two ways to build these links:
the first one create links centered on the selected item, the
second one displays the links in a temporally sequential way.

Looking at the global timeline of his activity, the user can
easily identify what were the different steps of his work, to
remember globally what he has done so far. Then, looking
to the last actions details, he can find information about his
local context, and ways to start again from where he stopped.
These information are mainly represented by the objects he
manipulated, and the detail of these manipulations which are
available through the second component of the interface.

The inspector component
This component displays information about the object or ac-
tion selected in the timeline. The information are displayed
in two parts (see Figure 6):

• generic information about the object or actions

• information about the operations conducted on the object
or within the action

In the first category, we find the id and the kind of object it
is according to the data model (which is directly used and
manipulated by the user during the activity, so this informa-
tion is meaningful to him), and the object it is linked to; for
example, for an annotation about characters in a movie, we
would find that it is an annotation, with id a1 for example,
and of type characters.

For an action, we would find the same kind of information
to identify what type of action it is according to the activ-
ity model (annotation, restructuration, classification, view
buidling or navigation).

The second category of information displayed concerns the
operations conducted on the selected object or included in
the selected action. In this part, we find each operation de-
scribed by the time at which it occured, a snapshot of the
movie at this moment, its name, and the details of the oper-
ation in popup, in order to take less space on the screen. For
example in Figure 6, we can see the details of a classification
action. The different operations composing the action listed
below are mainly creation and deletion of annotation types,
and information concerning the objects edited are displayed
in the popup window.
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Figure 6. The inspector component, displaying general information (1)
about the selected action or item, and details concerning this item (2).
The user can let a comment on his own actions using the bottom field
(3).

Thus, this component is principaly designed to remember
the local context of the actions, offering details on the oper-
ations and the manipulated objects. The user can reedit an
object from here, just by double-clicking on the correspond-
ing line.

The document radar component
This is the third component and his goal is to rapidly show
the moment of the movie which were displayed when an op-
eration occured. The component is a basic rectangle repre-
senting the duration of the movie (some timecodes are in-
dicated under the rectangle, as shown in Figure 7). In this
rectangle are bars, representing the different times accessed
during the activity. The contrast of the bars indicates the
quantity of access made to the timecode (the darker is the
bar, the more it has been accessed).

Moreover, when selecting an object or an action in the main
component, its movie times are stated by a little v mark above
the bar, in the color of the action / object. This allows the
user to quickly identify at what times of the movie he ma-
nipulated an object or conducted an action. This informa-
tion may or may not be relevant in certain situations; in-
deed, a user could have created an annotation because his
saw something interesting in the movie, or he may just have
let the movie play and continue working on some annota-
tions. In the first case, the information concerning the movie
access time is relevant and can be helpful to recover infor-

mation about the goal the user had in mind at this time, in
the second case the information is no more than a noise.

At last, the user can access any time of the document just by
clicking in the rectangle, thus allowing to quickly go back to
some point of interest in the movie. This component mainly
help to contextualize the actions according to the movie, in
a global way.

Figure 7. The radar component presents the temporality of the docu-
ment. Each bar represents a moment in it, corresponding to an opera-
tion occured.

FIELD STUDY
Based on the models previously described, we implemented
a tracking system in the Advene software (an opensource au-
diovisual active reading softawre), to record each of the user
operations. The events are recorded and constitute a primary
trace of his activity. We already tested this tracking system in
a preliminary study with five voluntary users, which helped
us validate our collecting model by verifying that we were
able to recall each important action or operation the user had
done during his session.

Goal and subjects
We implemented our activity timeline to visualize these traces
and tested it with ten volunteers who had preliminary knowl-
edge about the software. These subjects were given an indi-
vidual active watching task of two hours long, on an already
prepared video. Each subject had to complete annotations
about comic scenes in Monty Pythons’ ¡¡ Holy Grail ¿¿ film,
and to build a presentation of there analysis.

So the task consisted in a classical active reading session,
during which we interrupted the subjects. Duration of these
interruptions varied between less than one minute to nearly
ten minutes. Interruptions were based on tasks requiring the
full attention of the subject, as for example, information re-
trieval on the internet about the Monthy Pythons. The inter-
ruptions used during the activity were:

• quizz about Monty Python

• little mathematical games

• coffee break

In one case, we introduced a longer interruption (lunch break)
to experience the particular case of activity recovery at the
begining of a work session.

The evaluation of the usefulness of our interface is based on
the following main criterias:

• does the user understand what we display ?

• does it help him to recover after an interruption (it takes
him less time than without this interface)

• does he need more information than we display ?
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• does he need more active ways to get back in his activity
?

Results
The sessions were fully recorded with a screen recorder soft-
ware for further analysis. At the end of each session, we had
a talk with the participant to evaluate his use of our activity
timeline for recovering from interruptions.

The results of this preliminary experiment are quite satisfac-
tory. The main remark is that remembering previous work
after short interruptions (lower than one minute) does not
need any help in many cases, but the possibility we offer to
move in the movie to the moment of the last operations is
sometime very usefull.

In cases of longer interruptions, the subjects find the inter-
face much more useful. They mainly used it to remember in
which part of their task they were. For example, they used
it to find what were the latest annotations they were editing
before the interruption, or until which instant in the movie
they synchronized their subtitle annotations with the speach.

However, they did not really use the global context given by
the visualization of the whole trace in the timeline, except
in the case of the lunch break. This observation is rather
consistant with the studies on attention and cognitive load,
as a user does not need to refer to the global history of his
activity since it has not disappeared from his mind.

We also clearly identified some patterns (as shown in Fig-
ure 8) through the observation of the traces, and plane to
conduct other experiments over the long term to determine
how we can use them to better help the user recovering from
a very long interruption (from one session to another). In
this case, the identified pattern is revealed by the different
appearences of a view item. The user built a view to pro-
nounce subtitle annotations during the playback of the movie
(at 0:35). He then tested it (0:35), and edited lots of anno-
tations to synchronize them (0:35 - 1:17). After that, he re-
peated two actions alternatively: he edited his view and used
it to play the movie. This is a pattern of view building and
testing, modifying the view according to the result. It can
be interesting to identify such pattern, to help the user using
his trace, but also to detect possible moments in the activity
when the user needs help, for assistant creation for example.

CONCLUSION
In this article we presented our work on an interface de-
signed for interruption recovery in active reading of audiovi-
sual documents. We first presented a definition of video ac-
tive reading activity and the problem of activity interruption
recovery we want to tackle. After a study of related works in
activity modeling, attention in HCI and traces, we proposed
to build an interface to visualize reflexive traces for helping
users getting back to the tasks they were doing before they
where interrupted. For this, we presented the data model for
active reading of audiovisual documents and the ontological
model of the activity we want to trace and show to the user.
We then presented our interface for activity recovery and his

Figure 8. Discovery of a behavioural pattern in the trace.

three components: activity timeline, inspector and radar. We
presented the aim of each of these components and the pos-
sibilities they offer to get the activity context back in a first
time, and get back to work in a second time. We then pre-
sented the encouraging results of our preliminary study to
test this interface.

There are currently two directions for our work. The first
concerns improvements of our activity timeline and of our
first interface for visualizing traces as an accumulation of
events, with more experiments to test them. The second di-
rection consists in studying more in details the identification
of behavioural patterns during active reading activity and
how we can use them to support more actively the active
reader.
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